
CONCEPT OF BLASPHEMY IN ISLAM

Blasphemy in Islam is impious utterance or action concerning God, "Blasphemy against the .. In the context of those
who are non-Muslims, the concept of blasphemy includes all aspects of infidelity (kufr). Individuals have been accused
of.

Bangladesh does not have a blasphemy law but groups said the cartoon ridiculed Muhammad, torched copies
of the paper and demanded that Rahman be executed for blasphemy. Blasphemy is condemned on moral and
ethical grounds, no doubt, but no physical punishment is prescribed for blasphemy in Islam despite the
commonly held view in the contemporary world. As a result, Hadhrat Zainab ra , who was pregnant at the
time, miscarried and eventually passed away. Some believe this to be a misreading of his edicts: his fatwa
concerning the status of the city of Mardin, for example, was allegedly subject to a copyist error changing the
meaning. Non-Muslim nations that do not have blasphemy laws, have pointed to abuses of blasphemy laws in
Islamic nations, and have disagreed. A true Muslim, therefore, along with invoking Durud sending salutations
upon the Holy Prophet saw , should strive to follow the example set by the Holy Prophet saw. In , an Egyptian
state prosecutor pressed charges against a former candidate for parliament, writer and poet Fatima Naoot, of
blaspheming Islam when she posted a Facebook message which criticized the slaughter of animals during Eid,
a major Islamic festival. But as the West became increasingly secular, religious injury gradually lost much of
its power to provoke. The classical position on blasphemy and Islamic law Blasphemy in the context we are
speaking of is specifically related to disparaging, denigrating, or insulting the Prophet. Since Islamic law did
not take formal cognizance of the existence of mystical states, the legal reaction to ecstatic sayings was not
systematic. Hence even according to these jurists, the course of action was aimed at bringing people together
and for a public benefit, rather than applying punishments indiscriminately. The authority to punish
blasphemers has not been delegated to anyone, not even to the Holy Prophet saw. His collection is considered
the soundest of collections of Hadith followed by those of Imam Muslim bin al-Hajjaj. A Muslim may tolerate
insults against his parents, relatives or friends, but he cannot endure anyone mocking the Prophet Muhammad
saw. It is important to understand that there are many diverse interpretations of the shariah i. He should obey
all the injunctions given by God, and endeavour to lead every moment of his life in the way the Prophet saw
did. He argues that those responsible for insulting the Prophet of Islam should be assassinated and that
Muslims have a duty to engage in such murderous acts as a means to compete for the pleasure of the Prophet
and of God, and a fundamentally a religious duty [vi]. In November , British schoolteacher Gillian Gibbons ,
who taught middle-class Muslim and Christian children in Sudan, [72] was convicted of insulting Islam by
allowing her class of six-year-olds to name a teddy bear "Muhammad". This was and can be seen as an
extreme perspective in modern multicultural societies. Many consider it morally wrong to hurt the religious
sensibilities of others, as it can disturb the peace and harmony of society and disrupt law and order, whilst
others believe any form of censorship curtails necessary freedoms. Alternative positions Imam al-Ayni is also
representative of the Hanafi madhab, which states not merely that there was no such punishment for
blasphemy but that such an action by the authorities was forbidden. An example of such extremism can be
seen in a lecture delivered by al-Awlaki who not only misrepresents the views laid out in pre-modern works,
but also lays claim that this is the only sound view of Islamic religious ethic as transmitted through Muslim
tradition and the only possible or sound view of Islam. The reality, though, is that most Western blasphemy
laws are rooted in a similar logic of religious offense. The Irish case is also a timely reminder, though, that
anti-blasphemy laws are hardly unique to the Muslim world. This was seen historically both among Sunnis
and Shia cultures and specifically, but not exclusively, the Ottomans [xvi]. Under the same heading, the
handbooks also include acts of sacrilege, such as donning the clothing of Jews or Zoroastrians, or participating
in non-Islamic religious festivals. This is the way in which Muslims perceived their society and looked at
preserving their integrity and empire. However this is all not relevant to universally agreed upon rulings across
Sunni schools for Muslims living in a country that was predominantly non-Muslim. Repentance, in some
Fiqhs, may restore lost rights except for marital rights; lost marital rights are regained only by remarriage. We
need to prevent not just of those on the Islamist right but also those on the far-right from seeking to
essentialise Islam, helping create and further cement civil tensions, or even justifying attacks on Muslims.
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These words of God give an insight into the beautiful character of the Holy Prophet saw , of which the most
prominent trait was his comprehensive mercy. Instead, this verse points to the fact that this group was in fact
able to believe and then disbelieve without any negative worldly consequences. He then points to the cat and
asks the boy what it is called, and the boy replies "Muhammad the cat". As for the incident with Kab bin
Ahsraf, al-Awlaki tries to assert that there is no other reading of the incident that should be considered as
reasonable. Rapoport and S. Advocacy organizations, such as Atheist Ireland , have expressed fierce
opposition to the law and to the example it sets internationally. There comes not a Messenger to them but they
mock at him. In in Indonesia, Basuki Tjahaja Purnama during his tenure as the governor of Jakarta , made a
controversial speech while introducing a government project at Thousand Islands in which he referenced a
verse from the Quran. He was later convicted of blasphemy against Islam by the North Jakarta District Court
and sentenced to two years imprisonment.


